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If P is a prime ideal in an integral extension domain A of a quasi-local domain R 
and if F is the quotient field of R, then the following results hold when R is 
integrally closed: height P = height P 17 R; altitude A, = altitude A, f7 F; 
(A,)’ nF= (ApfJ F)‘, where the prime denotes integral closure. This paper is 
concerned with generalizing these results to the case where R is not integrally 
closed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with identity, and 
the terminology is, in general, the same as that in 161. A’ will always be used 
to denote the integral closure of a ring A in its total quotient ring. 
Throughout this section, let R be a quasi-local domain with quotient field 
F, let A be an integral extension domain of R, and let N be a maximal ideal 
in A. In [6, (10.14)], it is shown that if R is integrally closed, then height 
N = height NI? R. On the other hand, [6, Ex. 2, pp. 203-2051 shows that 
this need not hold when R is not integrally closed. Since this is a useful 
property, in the hope of obtaining a generalization, it was asked in 19, 
(2.3.1)] if it is always true that height N = height N n (A n R’). The lirst 
theorem in this paper, (2.1), shows that the answer is, in general, no-even 
when R is Noetherian and A = R [b] is a simple integral extension domain of 
R. After proving some corollaries that give several characterizations of when 
this does hold for a given Noetherian domain, Section 2 is closed with an 
example, (2.6), that shows an unexpected hypothesis in (2.1) is necessary. 
In Section 3, it is conjectured that altitude A, n F = altitude A,V, and two 
important cases when this holds are given: R is Noetherian and all maximal 
ideals in R’ have the same height (3.1) (this holds for all local domains of 
classical algebraic geometry); and, for each maximal ideal M’ in R’ there 
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exists a maximal ideal N’ in A’ such that N’ n A = N and N’ n R’ = M’ 
(3.3). 
In Section 4, the stronger conjecture that (AN)’ n F is integral over A,V n F 
is considered. Among other results, it is shown that this holds if A has only 
finitely many maximal ideals when R is Noetherian and height N = 1 (4.16) 
and it also holds when A and height N are arbitrary and R satisfies condition 
(QSM) (4.12.3) (see (4.10) and (4.24)). (If R’ has only finitely many 
maximal ideals, then there always exist quasi-local integral extension 
domains R* c R’ of R such that R* is contained in a finite R-module and 
R* satisfies condition (QSM) (4.11.4). Each of these cases implies the 
following interesting result: a necessary condition for A, to be R-flat is that 
the condition in (3.3) (mentioned above) must be satisfied (4.13). Section 4 
is closed by showing, in (4.18~(4.24), that a number of additional 
statements either imply or are equivalent o (A,,,)’ n F = (AN n F)‘. 
The results in Sections 3 and 4 fall considerably short of verifying the 
conjectures considered. But the conjectures are verified for a number of 
important special cases, and a number of additional useful results are proved, 
so it is hoped that the material in these sections will be of sufficient interest 
and importance to merit consideration by others. 
2. NOTES ON HEIGHT P =HEIGHT P n(BnA’) 
In this section, we consider the following question which was asked in 19, 
(2.3.1), 11, (15.4.1)(a)]: 
(CIC) If B is an integral extension domain of an integral domain A and 
if P is a prime ideal in B, then must height P = height P n (B n A’)? 
(Equivalently, is height P = height P n (B n F) where F is the quotient field 
of A?) The answer is readily seen to be yes when A is a nice ring-for 
example, when A satisfies the altitude formula, but (2.1) shows that in 
general the answer to (CIC) is no-even when A is local (Noetherian) and B 
is a simple integral extension domain of A. (At first glance it seems 
hypothesis (i) in (2.1) may be superfluous, but it is, in fact, necessary, as is 
shown in (2.6). Also, some equivalences of the assumption height p’ ( height 
p’ n A are given in (2.3).) 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be an integral domain and let p’ be a prime 
ideal in A’ such that: (i) A;, is not Henselian and (ii) p’ ;il n {P’ E Spec A’; 
P’ n A =p’ n A and P’ zp’}. Assume height p’ < height p’ n A. Then there 
exists a simple integral extension domain B = A[b] of A that has a prime 
ideal Q such that height Q = height p’, QnA=p’nA (so 
depth Q = depth p’), and height Q < height Q n (B n A’). 
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Proof: By (i), there exists a finite integral extension domain C of A’ that 
has at least two prime ideals that lie over p’. Let Q, ,..., Q, be all these prime 
ideals in C. Then, by (ii), Q, 2 I = n {Q E Spec C; Q n A =p’ f7 A and 
Q g IQ, I.r.3 Q, 113 so Q, II If7 Q, n f’l Q,, since Q, is prime. Therefore 
there exists an element b E Zn Q, n ... n Q, such that b & Q,. Let 
B=A[b) and let Q=Q,nB. 
Then B has exactly two prime ideals that lie over p’ n A, namely, Q and 
Q, n B. Also, height Q = height Q,, since Q, is the only prime ideal in C 
that lies over Q, and height Q, = heightp’, by ]6, (10.14)], so height Q = 
height p’. Moreover, Q n A = Q, n A =p’ n A, so depth Q = depthp’ and 
height Q < height Q n A (by the assumption on p’). Let D = B AA’. Then it 
remains to show that height Q < height Q n D. For this, it will be shown 
that Q f7 D = (Q2 nB)n D, so Qn D is the only prime ideal in D that lies 
over p’ n A, hence height Q n D = height p’ f7 A = height Q n A > height Q. 
ToshowthatQnD=Q,nD,letxEQnD.ThenxisinQandinA’, 
so xEQ,nA’=Q,nA’. Therefore xEQ,, so xEQ,nD. Thus 
QinDsQ,nDand(Q,nD)nA=p’nA=(Q,nD)nA,soitfollows 
from integral dependence that Q, f7 D = Q2 f7 D. Q.E.D. 
(2.2) Remarks. (2.2.1) It is clear from (2.1) that B is a simple integral 
extension domain of B fY A’ and B is not a flat B n A/-algebra. (On the other 
hand, a simple integral extension domain of A’ is free.) 
(2.2.2) The proof of (2.1) shows that if A is local and p’ n A is its 
maximal ideal, then B f7 A’ is a quasi-local integral extension domain of A. 
Therefore if there are no rings properly between A and A’ and if A’ has two 
maximal ideals, then B n A’ =A. This holds, for example, when A is as in 
[6, Ex. 2, pp. 203-2051. 
For a prime ideal p in a Noetherian domain A, (2.3) gives several 
equivalences for the existence of a prime ideal P in some integral extension 
domain of A to satisfy Pn A =p and height P < height Pn (B n A’). 
Actually, for all Noetherian domains it is quite well known that 
(2.3.2~(2.3.4) are equivalent and each is implied by (2.3.1), so it is only in 
showing that (2.3.3) * (2.3.1) that the Henselian hypothesis is used. The 
main reason for including all four statements in (2.3) is for ease of reference, 
since it is a useful result in applications. Note that since A is Noetherian in 
(2.3), hypothesis (ii) in (2.1) is satisfied. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let p be a prime ideal in a Noetherian domain A and 
assume that, for each prime ideal p’ in A’ that lies over p, A;< is not 
Henselian. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(2.3.1) There exists an integral extension domain B of A and a prime 
ideal P in B such that P n A = p and height P < height P n (B n A’). 
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(2.3.2) There exists an integral extension domain B of A and a prime 
ideal P in B such that P n A =p and height P < heightp. 
(2.3.3) There exists a prime ideal p’ in A’ such that p’ fI A =p and 
height p’ < height p. 
(2.3.4) There exists a simple integral extension domain A[b] s A’ of A 
and a prime ideal q in A[b] such that q n A =p and height q < height p. 
Proof Assume (2.3.4) holds and let p’ E Spec A’ such that 
p’ n A [b] = q. Then height p’ < height q, so this p’ satisfies the conclusion of 
(2.3.3). 
(2.3.3) 3 (2.3.1), by (2.1), and (2.3.1) S- (2.3.2), since height 
Pn(BnA’)<height(Pn(BnA’))nA. 
Assume (2.3.2) holds and let P’ be a prime ideal in B’ such that 
P’ n B = P and height P’ = height P. Let p’ = P’ n A’. Then height p’ = 
height P’, by 16, (10.14)], and p’ n A =p, so it follows that 
(2.3.2) + (2.3.3). 
Finally, assume (2.3.3) holds and let b E p’ such that b is not in any other 
prime ideal in A’ that lies over p. Then heightp’ = heightp’ n A [b], so b and 
q =p’ n A [b] satisfy the conclusions of (2.3.4). Q.E.D. 
(2.4), which follows immediately from (2.3), gives several necessary and 
sufficient conditions for (CIC) to have an affirmative answer for a given 
Noetherian domain A. 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let A be a Noetherian domain such that for each 
nonzero prime ideal p’ in A’, AL, is not Henselian. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(2.4.1) For every integral extension domain B of A and for every 
prime ideal P in B, height P = height P n (B n A’). 
(2.4.2) For every integral extension domain B of A and for every 
prime ideal P in B, height P = height P n A. 
(2.4.3) For every prime ideal p’ in A’, height p’ = height p’ n A. 
(2.4.4) For every b E A’ and for every prime ideal q in A[b], height 
q=height qnA. 
Hypothesis (2.1) (ii) is not needed in (2.4) since A is Noetherian. The next 
corollary gives a case when neither (i) nor (ii) in (2.1) is needed. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent for a 
Noetherian domain A : 
(2.5.1) For every integral extension domain C of A[X] and for every 
prime ideal Q in C, height Q = height Q r‘l (C f7 A [Xl’). 
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(2.5.2) For every integral extension domain C of A[X] and for ever-J 
prime ideal Q in C, height Q = height Q n A[X]. 
(2.5.3) For every prime ideal P’ in A[X]‘, height P’ = 
height P’ n A [Xl. 
(2.5.4) For every f~ A[X]’ and for every prime ideal q’ in A[X, f 1, 
height q’ = height q’ n A [Xl. 
(2.5.5) For every prime ideal p’ in A’, heightp’ = heightp’ n A. 
ProoJ The equivalence of (2.5.1~(2.5.4) is clear by (2.4), since 
(A[X]‘),, is not Henselian when P’ # (0). 
If (2.5.5) holds, then let P’ be a prime ideal in A [Xl’, let p’ = P’ n A’, and 
let p = p’ f7 A. If P’ = p’A [Xl’, then height P’ = height p’ = height p = height 
pA [Xl, by [ 10, (2.2)] and hypothesis, and P’ n A[X] =pA[X], so 
height P’ = height P’ n A[X]. If P’ ~p’A[x]‘, then height P’ > heightp’ + 1 
and P = P’ f7 A(X] 2pA [Xl. Therefore, since PnA =p, height P= 
height p + 1 = height p’ + 1 < height P’, and height P’ < height P always 
holds, so (2.5.5) =+ (2.5.3). The converse follows by a similar (and easier) 
argument. Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed by showing that hypothesis (i) in (2.1) is 
necessary. (The proof of (2.6) uses a result that will be proved in Section 4 
of this paper.) 
(2.6) EXAMPLE. There exists a quasi-local domain R such that there 
exists a maximal ideal A4 in R’ such that R(, is Henselian and such that for 
all integral extension domains A of R that have only finitely many maximal 
ideals and for all maximal ideals Q in A such that height Q < altitude R, 
height Q = height Q n (A n R’). Namely, let (L, p) be as in [6, Ex. 2, 
pp. 203-2051 in the case m > 0 and r > 1, so L is a local domain of altitude 
r + m + 1, L’ has exactly two maximal ideals, say P and N, and height P = 
m + 1 and height N = r + m + 1. Let L* be the separable integral closure of 
L; in an algebraic closure of its quotient field, let P* be a maximal ideal in 
L*, let L” be the splitting ring of P*, and let P” = P* n L”, so Lg,, is the 
Henselization of L;. (See [6, p. 1801.) Let Z be the integral closure of L in 
the quotient field of L” (so L” = IO,+), let P’ = P” n 2, and let N’ be a 
maximal ideal in Z that lies over N. Let S = Zt,-(P, Vfi,)), and let A4 = P’S and 
K = N’S. Then S, = L:,, is Henselian, altitude S, = height P = m + 1, and 
altitudeS,=heightN=r+m+l.LetR=L+J’,whereJ’=Mr‘lKisthe 
Jacobson radical of S. Then R is a quasi-local domain and R’ = S (since, 
with B = L + (P’ n N’) and .Z, =p + (P’ n N’), B’ = Z, so S = (B,,,)‘, and R 
contains B,,). Now let A be an arbitrary integral extension domain of R that 
has only finitely many maximal ideals and that has a maximal ideal Q such 
that height Q < r + m + 1. Then, using 16, (10.14)] it readily follows that the 
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maximal ideals in any integral extension domain of L have height either 
m + 1 or r + m + 1, so it follows that height Q = m + 1. Also, every other 
maximal ideal in A must have height r + m + 1, for each maximal ideal in A’ 
of height m + 1 must contract in R’ = S to M, by 16, (10.14)], and S,+, is 
Henselian. Therefore let xEM such that 1 -xEK. Then 
x2 -x E M n K E R, so x is quadratic over R. Let D, = R[x],,,,, and 
D2 = W,m,x,> so (0,)’ = S, and (D,)’ = S,. Let F be the quotient field 
of R and let Q, ,..., Q, be the other maximal ideals in A. Then, by (4.9.2), 
AonFI>D, and each AoinFID,, so R[x]cAnF. Therefore 
R[x]GAnR’, SO Qn(AnR’)?QnR[x]=MnR[x], so m+ l= 
height Q < height Q n (A n R’) Q height M n R[x] = height M = m + 1, 
hence height Q = height Q n (A n R’). 
3. NOTES ON altitude A, = altitude A, n F 
It was shown in Section 2 that the answer to (CIC) is, in general, no. In 
this brief section, and to some extent in the next, we consider the relationship 
between altitude A, and altitude A, n F, where A is an integral extension 
domain of an integral domain R, P is a prime ideal in A, and F is the 
quotient field of R. Actually, since R, nA E R,,, [A] and PA, n R, m [A ] 
satisfy the conditions on R, A, and P, we restrict attention to the case R is 
quasi-local and P is maximal, and we consider the following question: 
(CQF) Is altitude A, = altitude A, n F when A is an integral extension 
domain of a quasi-local domain R with quotient field F and N is a maximal 
ideal in A? 
We note first, in (3.1), that the answer is yes for all rings of classical 
algebraic geometry (see (3.2)). 
To avoid continual repetition, wefix the notation as in (CQF) and also let 
M be the maximal ideal in R. Also, for (3.1), we need to use the valuative 
altitude, denoted altitude,,R = sup{altitude R, ; R, is a valuation ring in the 
quotient field of R and R G R,,}. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Assume that height M’ = altitude R for all maximal 
ideals M’ in R’ and that altitude,R = altitude R. Then altitude A, n F = 
altitude A, = altitude R. 
Proof. Let N’ be a maximal ideal in A’ that lies over N. Then, by 
integral dependence, height N Q height M = height N’ n R’ (by hypothesis) 
height N’ < height N (by [6, (10.14)]), so altitude A, = altitude R. Let 
L = A,,, n F and let (0) c P, c . c P, = NA, be a chain of prime ideals in 
A,. Then (0) c P, n L c ‘.. c P, n L, since A is integral over R. Therefore 
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altitude L > altitude A,V = altitude R. However, since altitude,, R = altitude R, 
it follows from [6, (11.9)] that altitude L < altitude R. Q.E.D. 
(3.2) Remark. It seems likely that (3.1) should hold without the 
assumption altitude,.R = altitude R, but I have not been able to prove this. In 
any case, if R is integrally dependent on a Noetherian ring, then 
altitude,.R = altitude R, by [S, Corollary 2, p. 67 and Proposition 4, p. 58 ], 
so (3.1) holds for local domains R such that each maximal ideal in R’ has 
the same height. In particular, this holds for all local domains that satisfy the 
second chain condition for prime ideals, so it holds for all local domains of 
classical algebraic geometry. 
One further case when the answer to (CQF) is yes will be given in (3.3), 
and some additional cases will be given in (4.9), (4.12), (4.16), (4.19), and 
(4.22). 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. If for each maximal ideal M’ in R’ there exists a 
maximal ideal N’ in A’ such that N’n A = N and N’ f7 R’ =M’, then 
R s A,v fJ F s (AN)’ n F = R’, so altitude A, n F = altitude A, = altitude R. 
Proof. R G A,n F s (A,,,)’ n F = 0 {A;, ; N’ is a maximal ideal in A’ 
and N’nA=N}fTF=fl(Rh,; M’ is a maximal ideal in R’} (by [2, 
(12.7)]) = R’ (by [6, (33.8)) and hypothesis). Thus, by integral dependence, 
each of these rings has the same altitude. And, if M’ is a maximal ideal in R’ 
such that height M’ = height M and if N’ is a maximal ideal in (AN)’ that lies 
over M’, then height M’ = height N’ by [6, (10.14)], and height N’ < 
height N < height M, so it follows that altitude A,v = altitude R. Q.E.D. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. If R’ is quasi-local, then R sA,vnF’c 
(AN)’ f? F = R’, so altitude A, n F = altitude A, = altitude R. 
Proof: This is clearly by (3.3). Q.E.D. 
In closing this section, it should be noted that the hypothesis in (3.4) is 
satisfied when R is Henselian and when R = R’. 
4. NOTES ON (A,,, n F)’ = (A,y)’ n F 
The following result, which was used in the proof of (3.3), has appeared 
(in various forms) in several papers and books (for example, [ 1, 
Lemma 1.29; 2, (12.7); 4, Theorem 1; 7, Lemma 1.31): if A is an integral 
extension domain of an integrally closed integral domain R and if N is a 
maximal ideal in A, then A, n F = R,, (so it follows that (A,,,)’ n F = 
R,, = (A,,,n F)‘), where F is the quotient field of R. This is a very useful 
result, and it is natural to ask how the conclusion should be changed when it 
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is not assumed that R is integrally closed. Using the integrally closed case, it 
seems clear that (A,,,n F)’ should be (A,v)’ n F. Then, if R’ has only finitely 
many maximal ideals, this would immediately imply altitude A,. = 
altitude A, n F (by (4.2) and integral dependence), so the answer to (CQF) 
is yes. However, the “clear” answer seems to be not easy to prove. Even so, 
there are some important cases when this answer can be shown to hold, and 
these cases are considered in this section. We begin by fixing some notation. 
(Many of the results below can be proved in a more general case, but to 
avoid frequent repetitions of certain hypotheses, it is probably best to 
generally restrict attention to the case described in (4.1).) 
(4.1) Remark. The following notation is fixed through (4.9): (R, M) is a 
quasi-local domain such that there are only finitely many maxima1 ideals in 
R’, F is the quotient field of R, A is an integral extension domain of R that 
has only finitely many maxima1 ideals, .Y’ = {N, ,..., N,,) is a finite set of 
maximal ideals in A, S = A - U:N,, ,Y’ = (N’; N’ is a maximal ideal in A’ 
and N’~AELY’),~={N’fTR’;N’~~}={M’,,...,M~}, and& is the 
set of all maximal ideals in R’. 
Concerning the restriction that A has only finitely many maxima1 ideals, 
note that if J” is the Jacobson radical of the integral closure R” of R in a 
given algebraic extension field E of F, then Q = R + J” is a quasi-local 
integral extension domain of R with quotient field E, so finite integral 
extension domains of Q contained in R” satisfy the conditions on A. 
Several preliminary results are needed to prove (4.9), the first of the main 
results in this section and among these are the following lemma and 
definition. 
(4.2) LEMMA. With the notation of (4.1), (As)’ n F = n (RLf, ; M’ E M) 
and altitude A, = altitude(A,)’ = altitude(A,)’ n F. 
Proof. (As)’ = n {Aly,; N’ E Y’}, by [6, (33.8)], and, for each N’ E P’, 
A(,,nF= R;,,,, by [2, (12.7)]. Therefore it follows that (As)’ n F = 
f-l 14.v; M’ E-X). Also, altitude A, = altitude(A,)‘, by integral dependence, 
and, for each N’ E P”, altitude A;, = altitude AL, n F, by [6, (10.14)]. 
Therefore altitude(A,)’ = altitude(A,)’ n F, since if B is a ring, then 
altitude B = sup{ altitude B, ; Q is a maximal ideal in B }. Q.E.D. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. If (B; M, ,..., M,,) is a quasi-semi-local ring, then the 
Henselization BH of B is defined to be the direct sum of the Henselizations 
(BMJH of the Bwi (i = l,..., h). 
The reader will find the definition of the Henselization of a quasi-local 
ring in [ 6, p. 1801 and [6, Section 43 ] contains many useful properties of the 
Henselization of a quasi-local ring which will be used below. 
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(4.4) contains two rather obvious statements concerning Henselizations, 
but certain proofs below will be clarified by having these explicit statements 
for reference. 
(4.4) Remark. With the notation of (4.1), the following statements hold: 
(4.4.1) RH’ = R rH = @ {(RL,)H: M’ EA’} and each (Rh,)” is a 
quasi-local domain. 
(4.4.2) Let z, ,..., zk be the minimal prime ideals in RH and let 
M;,...,M; be the maximal ideals in R’ arranged such that (R&)“= (R“/zJ’ 
(i = l,..., k) (see [ 6, (43.20) and Ex. 2, p. 1881). Then, for each g (1 < g ,< h), 
(R”/(ni~~))’ = @f(R&)” = (R&J” = RH’/Z’, where S, = R’ - #M; and 
Z’ = (nfzi) Ton RH’ with T, the total quotient ring of RH. 
Proo$ By [6, (43.20) and Ex. 2, p. 1881, RH’ = @((RhoH; M’ is a 
maximal ideal in R’}, so (4.4.1) follows from the definitions of R” with R 
quasi-semi-local and with R quasi-local and integrally closed. 
(4.4.2) The total quotient ring of R”/(nfZJ is T,,/(n: zJT,,, SO 
(RH/(r); zi))’ = @;(Ra,)” = R”‘/((f-); zi) T, n RH’), by (4.4.1), so (4.4.2) 
follows from the definition of (R&J*. Q.E.D. 
(4.5) LEMMA. With the notation of (4.1), let (L, N) be a quasi-local 
integral extension domain of R. Then LH contains and is integral over RN 
and minimal prime ideals in LH lie over minimal prime ideals in RH. 
ProoJ The zero ideals in RH and LH are semi-prime (that is, intersections 
of prime ideals), by [6, (43.20)]. Also there exists a homomorphism 7 on R,, 
into L” such that L” contains and is integral over 7(R”), by [6, (43.17)] and 
its proof. Therefore Ker 7 is semi-prime. Let w be a minimal prime ideal in 
LH and let z = wn 7(RH). Then wn L = (0), by [6, (43.20)], so 
w n R = (0), and so r-‘(z) n R = (0). Therefore, since R” is a localization 
of an integral extension ring of R, it follows that 7-‘(z) is a minimal prime 
ideal, so z is a minimal prime ideal, and so minimal prime ideals in LH lie 
over minimal prime ideals in 7(RH). On the other hand, if z is a given 
minimal prime ideal in t(RH), then by integral dependence there exists a 
minimal prime ideal w in LH that lies over z, and so by what was just shown 
it follows that Ker 7 is a (finite) intersection of minimal prime ideals in R”. 
Therefore, if it is shown that (7(RH))’ has as many maximal ideals as RH’, 
then it follows from (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) that Ker 7 = (0). For this, let M’ be a 
maximal ideal in R’. Then there exists a maximal ideal N’ in L’ that lies over 
M’, and then there exists a maximal ideal N*’ in LH’ that lies over N’. 
Therefore P’ n (7(R*))’ lies over M’, so it follows that 7(RH)’ and RH’ 
have the same number of maximal ideals, and so Ker 7 = (0). Q.E.D. 
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By [6, (43.5) and (43.18)], if a quasi-local ring (L*, N*) dominates a 
quasi-local ring (L, N) (that is, L is a subring of L* and N* n L = N) and if 
L* is a quotient ring of a finite integral extension ring of L, then there exists 
a unique homomorphism u from LH into L*H such that L*H dominates and 
is integral over a(L”). (4.6) describes the kernel of u in a somewhat more 
general case. (In (4.6) and the remainder of this paper, Ker(RH -+ (A,,,JH) is 
the kernel of this homomorphism cr, and Ker(RH + (A,)H) = 
0: (Ker(RH --+ (ANJH)) (since (AS)H = @:(ANj)H).) 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. With the notation of(4.1),jior i = l,..., g let Zi be the 
minimal prime ideal in RH such that (RH/zi)’ = (RbJH, and for j = l,..., h let 
Zj= Ker(RH -+ (A,J”). Then Zj= n {Zi; there exists N’ E 9” such that 
N’ n A = Nj and N’ n R’ = M;} and minimal prime ideals in (A,)Hlie over 
minimal prime ideals in RH/Zj. Moreover, Ker(R” -+ (A,)H) = n: zi. 
Proof. It will first be shown that it may be assumed that A is a finite 
integral extension domain of R. For this, let N, ,..., N, be all the maximal 
ideals in A and let a , ,..., a,,, in A such that B = R[a, ,..., a,] has m maximal 
ideals. Then, with Qj = Njf7 B, A, is integral over B,. Let a = {Q, ,..., Q,,} 
and let F’ = {N’ n B’; N’ E P’}. Then if Q’, is a maximal ideal in B’, then 
Q’ n B E E7 if and only if Q’ E g’, since A and B have the same number of 
maximal ideals (and by integral dependence and the definitions of P’, Y’, 
8, and F’). Also, it readily follows that for j = l,..., h and i = l,..., g if there 
exists a maximal ideal N’ in A’ such that N’ n A = Nj and N’ (? R = M:, 
then Q’ = N’ n B’ satisfies Q’ n B = Qj and Q’ n R’ = M;, and conversely. 
Therefore by (4.5) (applied to Boj and A, in place of R and L, respectively) 
and the uniqueness of RH --f (A,,,j)H (see [6, (43.5)]), it may be assumed that 
A is a finite integral extension domain of R. Therefore A’ has only finitely 
many maximal ideals, since R’ does. 
Fix i = l,..., g, let M’ = M:, and let N; ,..., Ni be the maximal ideals in A’ 
that lie over M’ arranged such that N’, ,..., N& are in 9’. Let a, ,..., ap 
generate A over R and for i = l,..., e let xi E n {NJ; j = l,..., e and 
j# i) -N:. Let C = Rh, [a ,,..., ap, x, ,..., x,]. Then A{,,-,,, is integral over 
C and the ideals Qj= N;A;,,-,w,, n C are distinct, so (C,)’ = A;, 
(j = l,..., e). Therefore, since C is finitely generated over Ra,, each (C,)d 
contains and is integral over (RhoH, by [6, (43.18)] (and since (Rat)” and 
(CaJH are domains and altitude L = altitude LH, when L is quasi-local), and 
(Coj)H G (CQj)“’ = (CQj)IH = (A;VJH, by (4.4.1). Therefore each (Ah;)” 
contains and is integral over (RhS)H. This will be used in the next paragraph. 
Now fix j = l,..., h and let Wj = Ker((A,)H -+ (ANj)H). Then Wj is a finite 
intersection of minimal prime ideals in (As)H, since (ANj)H is a direct 
summand of (As)H and (AS)H has no nonzero nilpotent elements (by [6, 
(43.20)]). Also, by [6, (43.5) and (43.18)], (As)H/kVi= (A,)H = (say) Aj 
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contains and is integral over R”/Zj = (say) Ri, so it follows that Zi is a 
finite intersection of prime ideals in RH. In fact, it follows as in the proof of 
(4.5) that Zi is a finite intersection of minimal prime ideals in R” and 
minimal prime ideals in Aj lie over minimal prime ideals in Rj. Therefore, let 
zi be a minimal prime ideal in R” that contains Z,i and let M; be the 
corresponding maximal ideal in R’. Let W be a minimal prime ideal in Ai 
that lies over Z= zi/Zj, let N* be the maximal ideal in (AN,) that 
corresponds to W, and let N’ = N* n A’. Then (A;oH = (A,/G)’ contains and 
is integral over (R,JF)’ = (R”/zi)’ = (RhiJH, so it follows that N’ n A = Nj 
and N’ n R’ = M;. Therefore Zj 2 0 (zi ; there exists N’ E ,Y ’ such that 
N’ n A = Nj and N’ n R’ = M;} = (say) Z*. On the other hand, if z is a 
minimal prime ideal in RH that contains Z*, then let z = zi and let N’, IVj, 
and Mi be the maximal ideals given by zi 1 Z*. Then (A;,)” contains and is 
integral over (Rk,:JH, as in the preceding paragraph, and (AjkC)” is a direct 
summand of A,; = (A,Vi)“‘. Let W’ be the minimal prime ideal in Ai such that 
Aj/w’ = (AL,)“, let I= w’ fl Rj, and let p be the preimage in R” of Z. Then 
A,j/w’ cntains and is integral over both RH/p = Rj/F and RH/zi (since 
Aj/w’ = (A,L,)N 2 (R,$i)H = (RH/zi)’ 2 RH/zi). Therefore, by the uniqueness of 
RH -+ AJ/w’ (see (6, (43.5)) and note that R is dominated by Aj/w’ = (A,b,)“), 
it follows that z = zi = p contains Z,j, so Z* = Zi. 
Finally, since (As)H = c&‘(A,~,~)~, it follows from what has just been shown 
that Ker(RH -+ (A,)H) = 0; zi. Q.E.D. 
(4.7) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.1), the following statements 
hold: 
(4.7.1) If for some j= l,..., h, (N’nR’; N’E 3” and 
N’ n A = Nj} = M, then (ANj)H contains and is integral over R”. 
(4.7.2) If-rY=J’, then (AJH contains and is integral over RH. 
ProoJ (4.7.1) By (4.6) and [6, (43.20)] Zj = (0), so RH c (A,V,)H. And 
the proof of (4.6) showed that (A,yj)H is integral over RH/Zj. 
The proof of (4.7.2) is similar. Q.E.D. 
(4.8) is the last of the preliminary results that are needed to prove the first 
of the main results in this section. It should be noted that the ring A of (4.1) 
plays no role in (4.8~it is only necessary that a proper subset of M’ be 
given. (In the proof we use (4.11.6), which could be proved here, but it is 
more closely related to the other results in (4.1 I).) 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (4.1), assume that 
AT = {MI ,..*, i14i) with k > g and that there exists an element x E R’ such 
that x is quadratic over R and such that x is in MI if and only $ i < g. Let 
P = (M, x) R [x] and Q be the maximal ideals in R [x] and let D = R [xl, and 
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L =R[x]o. For j= l,..., k let zj be the minimal prime ideal in RH such that 
(RH/zi)’ = (Ra;>“. Then DH = R”/(ni zi) and L” = R”/(n:+, zi). 
ProojI Since x is quadratic over R and since .X c. I’, it follows that 
R[x] has exactly two maximal ideals, say P and Q. By the other property of 
x, one of them, say P, is M; n R[x] = (M, x) R [x] for i = l,..., g. Let 
K, = Ker(RH --) DH) and let K= Ker(R”+ L”), so K, = 0: zi and 
K= Cl:+, zi, by (4.6) applied to R[x] in place of A. Therefore 
R”jx] = R[x]” = DH 0 L” 2 (RH/K,) @ (R”/K) I-JR”, since RH has only 
one maximal ideal and (0) = K, n K in R”, and so RH/K, = DH and 
RN/K = LH, by (4.11.6). Q.E.D. 
(4.9) is the first of the main results in this section. In regard to the 
hypothesis .X c OH’, note that if J=./‘, then (3.3) (or its immediate 
generalization to the case when N is replaced by finitely many maximal 
ideals in A) is applicable. 
(4.9) THEOREM. With the notation of (4. l), assume that _H c -I’ and 
that there exists an element x E R’ that is quadratic over R and is in a 
maximal ideal M’ in R’ if and only if M’ E JY. Let P = M,! n R[x] 
(i = l,..., g), so P = (M, x) R[x], and let D = R [x]~. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(4.9.1) D” G (As)“. 
(4.9.2) DGA,~FG(A,)‘~F=D’. 
(4.9.3) Altitude A, n F = altitude As. 
(4.9.4) A, is not ajlat R-module, so A is not a flat R-module. 
Proof. Note that (4.9.2)-(4.9.4) follow immediately from (4.9.1). For, if 
(4.9.1) holds and E is the quotient field of A, then 
AsnF=((A,)~nE)nF=(A,)“nF~D”nF=D, and AsfIFE 
(As)’ n F = R{,,-,+, = D’ by (4.2) and the hypothesis on 3 and x, so 
(4.9.2) holds. Then altitude A, n F = altitude (As)’ n F, by (4.9.2) and 
integral dependence, and altitude(A,)’ n F = altitude A,, by (4.2), and so 
(4.9.3) holds. Moreover, (4.9.4) holds, since R c A, n F implies As is not R- 
flat, and so A is not R-flat. Therefore it remains to prove (4.9.1). However, 
K = Ker(RH + (As)H) = f); zi, by (4.6), and R”/K = D”. by (4.8), so 
DH 5 (A#. Q.E.D. 
Because of the quadratic hypothesis on x in (4.9), we consider the 
existence of such an element in the next few results. (In (4.10), QSM stands 
for quadratic separator of maximal ideals.) Actually, a (formally) weaker 
condition than that in (4.10) also implies the conclusions of (4.9) hold; 
concerning this, see (4.19). Some reasons for considering this stronger 
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condition first are given in (4.11) (especially (4.11.3) and (4.11.4)) and in 
(4.15). 
(4.10) DEFINITION. It will be said that a quasi-local ring R satisfies 
condition (QSM) in case there are only finitely many maximal ideals in R’ 
and given any nonempty collection ,+Y = {M; ,..., Mi} of maximal ideals in 
R’, there exists an element x E R’ that is quadratic over R such that 
x E 0: M: and 1 -x is in the other maximal ideals in R’. 
It would be of interest (and, because of (4.12), of some importance) to 
know if every local domain satisfies condition (QSM). (4.11.3) and (4.11.4) 
contain some information in regard to this, and the other results in (4.11) are 
useful when considering condition (QSM). 
(4.11) Remarks. (4.11.1) With the notation of (4.10), there exists a 
quadratic x as in (4.10) if and only if there exists a quadratic y in R’ such 
that y is in a maximal ideal M’ in R’ if and only if M’ E --+f. 
(4.11.2) If R is a quasi-local ring such that R’ has only one maximal 
ideal, then R satisfies condition (QSM). 
(4.11.3) If R is a local domain, then there exists a finite integral 
extension domain A E R’ of R such that A, satisfies condition (QSM) for all 
PE SpecA. 
(4.11.4) If R is any quasi-local ring such that R’ has only finitely 
many maximal ideals, then there exists a quasi-local integral extension ring 
R* of R such that R* is contained in a finite R-algebra S c R’ and such that 
R* satisfies condition (QSM). (Thus, if R is Noetherian, then R* is a finite 
R-algebra.) 
(4.11.5) If R is a quasi-local domain such that R’ has only finitely 
many maximal ideals, then the Henselization R” of R satisfies condition 
(QSM). The completion RX of R satisfies condition (QSM), if R* has no 
imbedded prime divisors of zero. 
(4.11.6) If (R, M) is a quasi-local ring and x is integral and quadratic 
over R, then R[x] has at most two maximal ideals. If R[x] has two maximal 
ideals and if S is a ring such that R G S G R [x] and S has two maximal 
ideals, then S = R [xl. 
Proof: The proof of (4.11.1) is straightforward, (4.11.2) is clear, and 
(4.11.3) follows immediately from (4.11.2) and [3, (23.2.5)J. 
(4.11.4) If R’ has exactly h maximal ideals, then there exist x, ,..., x,, 
in R’ such that S = R [x, ,..., x,,] has h maximal ideals. Therefore, with J the 
Jacobson radical of S, R* = R -+ J is quasi-local, and it is readily seen that 
R* satisfies condition (QSM), since JE R*. 
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(4.11.5) The zero ideal in RH is a finite intersection of (minimal) 
prime ideals, by [6, (43.20)]. Let MT,..., A4,* be given maximal ideals in RH’, 
and by (4.4.1) let zj be the minimal prime ideal contained in MT (i = I,..., g). 
Then (0) = 0’; z; in RH’, where RH’ has k maximal ideals. Then there exists 
an idempotent element e E 0: z; such that 1 - e E n,“+ r z;, so condition 
(QSM) holds. A similar proof also works if R* has no imbedded prime 
divisors of zero, since then its total quotient ring is Artinian. 
(4.11.6) R[x] h as at most two maximal ideals, since R[x]/MR(x] is 
quadratic over R/M. Assume R[x] has two maximal ideals, say P’ and Q’, 
and let P and Q be the maximal ideals in S. Let s E P - Q. Then s = ax + b 
forsomea,bERandR[ax]=R[s]c_S.IfaEM,thenaxEP’nQ’nS= 
PnQ, so R[s] = R[ux] has only one maximal ideal (namely, 
(M, ax) R [ax]), in contradiction to the choice of s. Therefore, a is a unit in 
R, so R[s] = R[ux] = R[x]. Q.E.D. 
(4.12) is essentially a restatement of (4.9) for the case when R satisfies 
condition (QSM). 
(4.12) COROLLARY. Let R be a quasi-local domain that satisfies 
condition (QSM), let A be an integral extension domain of R that has only 
finitely many maximal ideals, let N, ,..., N, be maximal ideals in A, and let 
S = A - U: Nj. Then the following statements hold: 
(4.12.1) There exists x in R’ that is quadratic over R and a maximal 
ideal P in R [x] such that DH E (A,)H, where D = R[x],, . 
(4.12.2) DEA,~FG(A,)‘~F=D’, where D is as in (4.12.1) and 
F is the quotient field of R. 
(4.12.3) Altitude A, n F = altitude As. 
(4.12.4) If As n F & R’, then As and A are not R-flat. 
Proof Let 9’ be the set of maximal ideals N’ in A’ such that 
N’ n A E {N, ,..., N,,} and let A= {N’ n R’; N’ E Y’}. If every maximal 
ideal in R’ is in A, then let x = 1 and D = R, and the conclusions follow 
from (3.3) and (4.7). If some maximal ideal in R’ is not in -R; then by 
condition (QSM) choose x for this set J that is quadratic over R. Then the 
conclusions follow from (4.9). Q.E.D. 
(4.13) gives an interesting necessary condition for A to be R-flat when R 
satisfies condition (QSM). 
(4.13) COROLLARY. Let R be a qttusi-local domain that satisfies 
condition (QSM) and let A be a flat integral extension domain of R that has 
only finitely many maximal ideals. Then for each pair of maximal ideals N in 
A and M’ in R’, there exists a maximal ideal N’ in A’ such that N’ n A = N 
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and N’ f7 R’ = M’. Therefore (AN)’ n F = R’, where F is the quotient field of 
R. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (4.12.4) and (4.12.2) (and the 
proof of (4.12)) with S = A -N. Q.E.D. 
(4.14) Remark. If R is any quasi-local domain such that R’ has only 
finitely many maximal ideals and if A is a free quadratic integral extension 
domain of R, then the hypotheses of (4.13) are satisfied by R* = R + J (with 
J the Jacobson radical of R’) and A* = R*[A] in place of R and A, since it 
is clear that R* satisfies condition (QSM) and that A* is a free quadratic 
integral extension domain of R*. 
(4.18.3) contains another interesting fact about quasi-local domains that 
satisfy condition (QSM). 
As already noted, I do not know if all local domains satisfy condition 
(QSM). However, when there exist height one maximal ideals in R’, then 
there do exist elements in R’ that are quadratic separators of a given 
collection of height one maximal ideals in R’, as in shown in (4.15). 
(4.15) THEOREM. Let (R, M) be a local domain and assume there exists 
a height one maximal ideal in R’. Then for each collection M; ,..., Mi of 
height one maximal ideals in R’ there exists x E R’ such that x is quadratic 
over R, x E n; M:, and 1 - x is in all other maximal ideals in R’. 
Proof: Let M; ,..., M; be all the maximal ideals in R’ and let zi ,..., zk be 
the prime divisors of zero in R* numbered so that zi corresponds to Mi 
(i= I,..., k), so (RH/ti)’ = (Rb;)“. Then n:zi = (0) and depth zi = 1 for 
i= l,..., g. It may clearly be assumed g < k, so let Z, = 0; zi, Z, = f),“+ , zi, 
and Z = (Z,, Z,)RH. Then depth Z, = 1, so Z is primary for the maximal 
ideal MN in RH, and so Z n R is M-primary. Therefore let 0 # b E Z n R, so 
b = w + y for some w E Z, and y E Z,, and w, y @ bRH, since RH is flat over 
R and b is regular in R. 
If altitude R = 1, then RH/bRH = R/bR, so there exists c E R such that 
c-y E bRH, hence (b, c)RH = (b, y)RH. This also holds if altitude R > 1, as 
will now be shown. Namely, since height M’, = 1, M{ is a prime divisor of 
bR’, so M=M; n R is a prime divisor of bR, by [8, Theorem 2.151. 
Therefore there exist ideals I and Q in R such that bR = Zn Q, where 
I: M = Z and Q is M-primary. Also, y E Ker(RH -+ RF) for all P E Spec RH - 
k I ,..., zg, MH}, so y is in every primary component of ZRH (since Z # (0) and 
I: M = Z), so y E ZRH. Therefore y G QRH (since y 4 bRH). Now 
R”/QR” = R/Q and (ZRH + QR”)/QR” = (I + Q)/Q, so there exists c E I 
such that C-YE QRH. Therefore c-yE QRHnZRH=bRH, SO 
(b, c)RH = (b, y)R*. 
Now b -y = w E Z, and yw = 0, so y* = by. Therefore, since c - y E bRH, 
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it follows that c2 E b(b, c)RH n R = b(b, c)R. Thus, if x,, = c/b, then x, E R’ 
and x,, is quadratic over R. Also, R[x,]” = RH[x,,] = R”[ y/b] and, with T, 
the total quotient ring of RH, y/b E zi7’,n R”[x,] for i = g t l,..., k, and 
w/b = 1 - (y/b) E z,~T, n Rn[x,,] for j = l,..., g. Moreover, by the 
relationship between the zi and the M:, we have zi TO n R”’ is the unique 
minimal prime ideal contained in M{RH’, since (R’H)M;R,r, = (RLJ” = 
(RH/zi)’ = RH’/(ziTO n R”). Therefore it follows that R [x0] has exactly two 
maximal ideals and M; ,..., Mb are the maximal ideals in R’ that lie over one 
of them. Thus since each element in R[x,] is quadratic over R, the 
conclusion follows from (4.11.1). Q.E.D. 
By combining (4.15) and (4.9), we have the following result. 
(4.16) COROLLARY. Let (R, M) be a local domain, let F be the quotient 
field of R, and let A be an integral extension domain of R that has only 
finitely many maximal ideals. Assume 9 = {N, ,..., N,,} is a yinite) collection 
of height one maximal ideals in A and let S = A - U: Ni. Then there exists 
x E R’ that is quadratic over R and a maximal ideal P in R[x] such that 
D=R(x],cAsnFc(A,)‘fiF=D’, so altitudeA,f3F=altitudeA,= 1. 
Moreover, if altitude R > 1, then As and A are not R-flat. 
Proof. Let Y’ = {N’; N’ is a maximal ideal in A’ and N’ n A E 9 }, let 
.J = (N’ n R’; N’ E ,V’}, and let A’ be the set of all maximal ideals in R’. 
Then all the ideals in .Y’ and in J? have height one, by integral dependence 
and 16, (10.14)]. If .H==.K, then let x= 1, so D=RzA,nFc_ 
(A,)‘nF=n(Rh,; M’ E J?‘} = R’, by (4.2), and all these rings have 
altitude one by (4.2) and integral dependence. If M CJ?, then let x be as in 
(4.15) for .H and let P = M’ n R[x], where M’ E&Y. Then the conclusions 
follow immediately from (4.9). Q.E.D. 
(4.17) COROLLARY. Let B be a Noetherian domain, let F be the quotient 
field of B, and let A be an integral extension domain of B. Then for all height 
one prime ideals P in A such that only finitely many Q E Spec A lie over 
PnB, altitudeA,nF= 1. 
Proof. Let p = P n B. Then PA(,-,, is a height one maximal ideal and 
R = B, is a local domain, so the conclusion follows immediately from (4.16). 
Q.E.D. 
If there exist elements in R’ that are quadratic over R, then they give rise 
to an interesting relationship between certain factor rings of R” and certain 
localities over R, as is shown in (4.18). 
(4.18) Remark. Let (R, M) be a quasi-local domain such that R’ has 
only finitely many maximal ideals, say M; ,..., M;, let zi be the minimal 
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prime ideal in RH such that (RH/zi)’ = (Rb!)r i = l,..., k, and let F be the 
quotient field of R. Then the following statements hold: 
(4.18.1) If there exists x E R’ that is quadratic over R and such that 
R [x] has two maximal ideals, say P and Q, then let A4: lie over P if and only 
if i = l,..., g < k. Then, with Q = R”/(n{ zi), (Q n F)” = Q and 
Qn F= R[xlp. 
(4.18.2) If R is Noetherian and depth z, = ... = depth z, = 1, then 
there exists such an x as in (4.18.1). 
(4.18.3) If R satisfies condition (QSM), then for any nonempty proper 
subset {z, ,..., z,} of {z, ,..., zk} there exists such an x as in (4.18.1). 
(4.18.4) If (A,,,)’ n F = (&nF)’ for all integral extension domains A 
of R and for all maximal ideals N in A, then ((RH/zi) n F)H = RH/Zi for each 
i = l,..., k. 
Proof: (4.18.1) follows immediately from (4.8) (and the fact that 
DHnF= D). 
(4.18.2) and (4.18.3) follows from (4.15) and (4.10), respectively. 
For (4.18.4), fix i, let L = RH/zi, and let D = L n F. Then 
R c D G L’n F = D’, by hypothesis (since RH is a localization of an 
integral extension ring of R), so D’ is quasi-local, since L is Henselian. Since 
L dominates D, (6, (43.5)J ’ im pl ies that L dominates D”/K for some 
(necessarily prime) ideal K in DH and also that L’ dominates D’” = DH’, so 
it follows that K = (0). Also, DH dominates R, so [6, (43.5)] implies DH 
dominates R”/K,, for some prime ideal K, in RH, so RH/zi = 
L Z, DH 1 RH/K,. Therefore K, = zi, and so L = DH. Q.E.D. 
The next result shows that a somewhat different condition than (QSM) 
still implies the conclusions of (4.9) hold. Note that by (4.18.1), this new 
condition is (formally) weaker than (QSM); I do not know if they are 
equivalent. 
(4.19) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (4.1), let ,H’ = {M; ,..., ML}, 
let zi be the minimal prime ideal in RH such that (RH/zi)’ = (Rki)H 
(i = I,..., k), and assume that R satisfies the following condition (*): for each 
subset Z of (z,,..., zk} it holds that (L n F)H = L, where L = R”/(n {zi; 
zi E Z)). Then the following statements hold: 
(4.19.1) R”/(n; zi) 5 (As)H. 
(4.19.2) C=(R”/(~;~,))~FGA,~F~(A~)‘~F=C’=R;,,-~~~~. 
(4.19.3) Altitude A, n F = altitude A,. 
(4.19.4) Zfg < k, then A, and A are not R-flat. 
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Proof. This was shown to hold in the proof of (4.9 )-note that it follows 
from condition (*) and (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) that C’ = RiR,- u:MI,, Q.E.D. 
(4.20) Remark. Condition (*) in (4.19) is equivalent to (I, n F)’ = 
f-l K,,; M’ is a maximal ideal in R’ and its corresponding minimal prime 
ideal in RH is in Z). 
ProoJ Assume condition (*) holds, let Z be a given subset of {zl ,..., zk}, 
let L = R”/(n {zi; zi E Z}), and let C = L n F. Then CH = L, by hypothesis, 
so it follows from (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) that C’ is as described. 
Conversely, let 2, L, and C be as above and assume C’ = n {Rk, ; M’ is a 
maximal ideal in R’ and its corresponding minimal prime ideal in RH is in 
Z}. Then CH’ = C’H = L’, by (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), and L dominates CH/K for 
some (necessarily semi-prime) ideal K in CH, by [6, (43.5)]. Therefore it 
follows that K = (0). Also, C” dominates RH/K, for some semi-prime ideal 
K, in R”, by [6, (43.5)], so R”/(n CZi; ziE Z}) = L 2 CH 2 RH/K,. 
Therefore it follows that K, = n {zi; zi E Z}, so CH = L, and so condition 
(*) holds. Q.E.D. 
(4.21) will be used to derive another corollary of (4.9) and also to relate 
the conditions in (4.23) to condition (*). 
(4.21) LEMMA. Let R be a quasi-local domain with quotient field F and 
assume the following condition holds: for allflnite integral extension domains 
A of R and for all jinite sets of maximal ideals N, ,..., N, in A, (As)’ n F = 
(As n F)‘, where S = A - (N, U . . U NJ. Then this continues to hold for 
all integral extension domains B of R and for all finite sets of maximal ideals 
Q, ,..., Q,, in B. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an integral extension domain B of R and 
finitely many maximal ideals Q, ,..., Qh in B such that (Bs)’ n F I (Bs n F)‘, 
where S = B - (Q, U ‘. U Q,,). Let L* = (Bs)’ r7 F, let D = Bs n F, and let 
XEL* -D’. Then x=a/bs with a, b,sE B, SE S, and a/bE B’. Let 
A=R[a,b,s], so a/bEA’ and s4 U=U:(QinA). Therefore, with 
S, = A - U, x E (A,,)’ n F = (As0 n F)’ c (B, n F)’ = D’, and this is a 
contradiction, so the conclusion holds. Q.E.D. 
(4.22) COROLLARY. Let R be a quasi-local domain that satisfies 
condition (*), let F be the quotient Beld of R, let A be an integral extension 
domain of R, let N, ,..., N,, be maximal ideals in A, and let S = A - u: Ni. 
Then (As)’ n F = (As n F)‘. 
Proof. This is clear by (4.19.2) and (4.21). Q.E.D. 
(4.23) gives two additional conditions that are closely related to 
(A,)‘nF=(A,nF)‘. 
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(4.23) PROPOSITION. Let (R,M) be a quasi-local domain, let F be the 
quotient field of R, and consider the following statements: 
(4.23.1) If A is an integral extension domain of R and P is a maximal 
ideal in A, then (Ar)’ n F is integral over A, n F. 
(4.23.2) If B is an integral extension domain of R and Q is a maximal 
ideal in B such that BonFcR’, then B,[R’]nF=R’. 
(4.23.3) If C is an integral extension domain of R and N is a maximal 
ideal in C, then C, (7 F s R’ only tf the following condition holds for at least 
one collection LH of maximal ideals M’ in R’ such that R’ = fl (Rh, ; 
M’ E JY): for each M’ E .,H there exists a maximal ideal N’ in C’ such that 
N’nR’=M’andN’nC=N. 
Then (4.23.1) * (4.23.2) o (4.23.3). Moreover, tf (4.23.3) holds for all 
quasi-local extension domains D s F of R in place of R, then all three 
statements hold for all such quasi-local domains D. 
Proof Assume (4.23.1) holds and let B and Q be as in (4.23.2), so 
B,~FGR’. Then B,~FGB,[R’]~FG(B~)‘~F=(B,~F)‘=R’, by 
(4.23.1) and hypothesis, so B,[R’] n F s R’. Therefore (4.23.2) holds, since 
the other inclusion is clear. 
Assume (4.23.2) holds and let C and N be as in (4.23.3), so C, n F c R’. 
Now C,[R’] = C[R’&, = R’[C],,-.,, so (R’[C],,-,,)nF= C,[R’] n 
F= R’, by (4.23.2). Let 9” be the set of maximal ideals N’ in R’[C] that lie 
over N. Then R’= (R’[C],,-n,)nF= n {R’[C],,; N’EY’}nF= 
n (RbrnR,; N’ E Y’}, by [2, (12.7)]. Therefore it follows that (4.23.3) holds 
withM={N’nR’; N’EY”}. 
Assume (4.23.3) holds and let B and Q be as in (4.23.2), so B, n F c R’. 
Let 9’ be the collection of all maximal ideals Q’ in B’ that lie over Q and 
let JY be the collection of maximal ideals in R’ given by (4.23.3) for 
B and Q. Then (B,)’ = n {Bh, ; Q’EY}, so R’c(B,)‘fTF=n(B&; 
Q’EY’}nFzfl{Rh<; M’ EM} = R’, by (4.23.3), so it readily follows 
that B,[R’] n F= R’, and so (4.23.3) S- (4.23.2). 
Finally, assume (4.23.3) holds for all quasi-local extension domains D G F 
of R in place of R and let (D, N) be such a ring. Let A be an integral 
extension domain of D, let P be a maximal ideal in A, let L = A, n F, and 
let B = L(A]. Then L is a quasi-local extension domain of R contained in F, 
B is integral over L, p = PA, n B is a maximal ideal in B, and B, n F = 
A, n F = L c L’. Therefore, by assumption, (4.23.3) holds for L, so there 
exists a collection J? of maximal ideals Q in L’ such that L’ = n {Lb,; 
Q’ EA} and such that for each maximal ideal Q’ EM, there exists a 
maximal ideal p’ in B’ such that p’ n L’ = Q’ and p’ TSI B = p. Let 5“’ be the 
collection of all maximal ideals p’ in B’ that lie over p. Then 
L’s(B,)‘nF=n{B;,; p’E,?‘}nFsn(Lb,; Q’EJ}=L’, so 
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(B,)’ n F = L’. But B, = A, and L = A, n F, so (AP)’ n F = (AP n F)‘, and 
so (4.23.1) holds for all such D. Therefore, by what has already been shown, 
(4.23.2) and (4.23.3) also hold for all such D. Q.E.D. 
(4.24) Remark. (4.24.1) If, in (4.23), it is only assumed that (4.23.3) 
holds for all quasi-local extension domains L s F of R of the form A, n F, 
with A integral over R and P a maximal ideal in A, then a similar proof 
shows that (4.23.1) holds for R. 
(4.24.2) It is clear by (4.23) that if any of the three statements in 
(4.23) holds for all quasi-local domains, then all three statements hold for all 
such rings. 
(4.24.3) It should be noted that if there are only finitely many 
maximal ideals in R’, then condition (*) in (4.19) implies (4.23.1), by (4.22), 
and (4.23.1) implies the weak version of condition (*) given in (4.18.4), by 
(4.18.4). I do not know if these three conditions are, in fact, equivalent. 
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